
Other problems with the current 
budget system in engineering

 Focus on journals supporting individual 
research

 Undergraduate book collection is suffering
 Collection is dated and incomplete

 Most current FE Exam study guide available in 
the library is 1990



Book & Serial Purchases for 
FY 2003

Allocation FY 2003
Budget Books Serials

Chemical Engineering $950 $40,835
Civil Engineering $0 $66,648
Computer Science $0 $45,500
Electrical Engineering $0 $41,662
Mechanical Engineering $6,680 $62,640
Total Engineering $7,630 $253,039

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Computer science overspent by $11,000 before a serial monograph series was canceled. Mechanical engineering worked with me to cut serials build their book collection up.The Dean of Engineering transferred funds from CS, ME, ChE & CE to cover the costs of the Electrical engineering serials.



Deciding on a new system

 More opportunities to purchase books
 Allow for greater purchasing power for 

package deals
 Support undergraduate education
 Support graduate and faculty research



Process for Change

 Evaluate current databases & article 
indexes and costs associated with them

 Evaluate engineering society packages 
 Analyze the high cost of commercial press 

journals – publicize inflation history
 Analyze usage statistics and impact factors
 Communication across the college 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Costs for many engineering related resources were designated to separate accounts that engineering faculty might not be aware of.  Information on the breakdown 



Collapsed Allocation Concept

Budget for all engineering serials and books in 
one allocation

College of Engineering and University priorities 
determine purchases of serials and books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Merge allocationThe Dean had shosen to



Association Packages
(primarily serials)

Proposed Engineering Allocation Flow Chart

Undergraduate Collections
(primarily books)

Interdisciplinary
Serials

Purchase requests
I. Support instruction
II. Support interdisciplinary 
research

Approval plan

University publications
2nd Tier Associations

Alternative press
(SPARC)

Periodicals in support of research
Books in support of research

ILL
Serials Formats

Print only
Print & electronic only

Electronic only
Document Delivery

General engineering
(approval plan)

Document Delivery 
(engineering account))

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this chart is to illustrate one example of how the college of engineering could work under a single allocation system.  I broke down the account into two principle paths, one for books and the other for serials.  I took these two paths and described one idea for prioritizing the funds available.  One of the Libraries goals is to support undergraduate education as stated in the academic plan.  As a result of this I decided to show how undergraduate collections may be a priority for determine how much money is spent on books and serials.  This system is still under discussion and I hope to 



First Year Results

 Over $11,000 in book purchases
 Canceled high priced journals with low 

usage statistics
 Increased purchasing power with move to 

electronic only packages
 Transferred some packages and titles to 

the protected core account 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process had positive results with the purchase of $11,000 worth of books in the first year.  This was accomplished by canceling high priced journals and the move to online only packages.  The faculty chose to cancel the high priced to create a book budget and they were willing to pick on those titles that had a history of high inflation rates.  Some society packages were moved from individual departments to the protected core account an example of this was that of the American Chemical Society.  This package was moved to an online only subscription and although discussions with the chemistry faculty indicated less than 100% approval the move was made anyway. 



Successes

 Greater flexibility for changes in 
curriculum

 Shift away from faculty perception that 
department allocations were “theirs”

 Improved communication
 Between engineering departments
 Between College of Engineering and UW 

Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanical engineering contributing $5000 towards the purchase of Web of ScienceDean of Engineering contributing $2500 to the purchase of Web of Science



The Process Today

 Working on a “do more with less” 
philosophy

 The University of Wyoming Libraries 
allocation process is still evolving. 

 Engineering faculty still willing to work 
with me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Characteristics of this process today is we are working with a do more with less philosophy in which we have been able to bring the faculty on board.   Faculty are beginning to look beyond their own research interests to see the bigger picture for the college and the institution as a whole.



Conclusion

Process has prepared engineering for an 
uncertain future

Communication between engineering faculty 
and the Libraries is strong

Faculty are much more aware of the 
publishing process and are expressing 
their desire to force change in that 
process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Faculty are concerned 	impact on ability to get grants 	impact on research	
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